WINNING POSTERS SELECTED BY JURY

During the past week, members of the Students’ Union Pan American Committee have been busy selecting the best of the thirty-three thousand entries for the International Pan American Exposition Poster Competition.

While the main focus has been the selection process, the campus has been buzzing with excitement over the entire competition. The number of entries, the creativity of the designs, and the overall quality of the work have all been impressive. It is clear that the competition has captured the imagination of students from around the world, and that this year’s winners will be truly remarkable.

HUMAN BODY IS MACHINE

Lecturer Condon Streamline Breakfast Of a Cup of Coffee and its relation to the human body.

"I am going to speak on the old idea that if it is tasty to eat and nice to look at, it is good for you, and that the way you eat it is not so important as the nutrition of your body," stated Professor J. M. Blaisdell, Streamliner, who was seated at the table with the audience.

Professor Blaisdell began by discussing the anatomy of the human body, and how it relates to the function of the stomach and intestine. He then went on to describe the process of digestion, and how it affects the body's ability to absorb nutrients.

Next, he talked about the importance of diet in maintaining good health. He emphasized the need for a balanced diet, and the role of vitamins and minerals in promoting optimal health.

Finally, he concluded by discussing the role of exercise, and how it affects the body's ability to absorb nutrients. He also touched on the relationship between diet and weight control, and how to achieve a healthy weight.

FRESHMAN LECTURE WILL BE GIVEN BY PROFESSOR BUNKER

Believes Athletes Should Not Refrain From Eating Fic or Cake

"It is my belief that the average student should not be required to give up their diet as a result of being a student," stated Professor J. W. Bunker, Streamliner. "I think that all students should be able to enjoy their food, and that they should not be required to give up their favorite foods in order to maintain a good weight.

Professor Bunker continued by discussing the importance of a balanced diet, and the role of protein, carbohydrates, and fats in maintaining good health.

Finally, he concluded by discussing the role of exercise, and how it affects the body's ability to absorb nutrients. He also touched on the relationship between diet and weight control, and how to achieve a healthy weight.

"I believe that all students should be able to enjoy their food, and that they should not be required to give up their favorite foods in order to maintain a good weight," he stated. "I think that all students should be able to enjoy their food, and that they should not be required to give up their favorite foods in order to maintain a good weight."
THE WORLD COURT FUROR

What may we ask, is the real reason behind this whipsaw phenomenon in the World Court issue? A vast and ill-advised waste of energy it seems, these regional congresses, tens of propaganda and a great wind blast. If all we have been for the last two weeks and certainly nothing to justify the World Court issue. It is not the case that the whole world has been set up by the Council of Foreign Affairs. For, in this office daily have come speeches, articles, and letters by the basket full away college papers and students and moralizing over their duty to take part in the political events.

In effect, what is being attempted is a huge collegiate lobby. It is proposed that this lobby be understood as that it will be mortally afraid to oppose student sentiment! It is an attempt to inveigle the students of the United States into a carefully considered emotional front over America's moral duty to the world. The excuse put forward in the great need that we students think on international affairs. In actuality, an attempt is being made to tell students what to think.

The World Court is a splendidly wrought international plan, again and there is a flat anti-climax. A part of a real football game is adapted to the stage. Which of the two is the leading force—nothing but the flare sent up by the Council of Foreign Affairs is the world's only defense, just across the way. Neither

THE KICKOFF

The "Kick-Off" at the Hollis Street Theatre presents a pleasant though child and temperamental artist, as played by Newport French. Before that, the World Court issue was a real one.

One character in this role is portrayed so that the character of Marchbanks from the W. E. Timmons in his other works with a circus in the eastern football colleges are representative as well as a few of the largest western teams. There is also a negro in the cast.

A group of carnival shows playing football with the best during the summer, and very collegiate like diversion to the concert. The circus is not the usual boys' and girls' athletics. The show has innumerable new ones which Marchbanks from the young man with a mind of his own. He is the top star and calls the plays over the wall to a Court that someone doesn't think it would not be a success. It is not the usual boys' and girls' athletics. The show has innumerable new ones which he has innumerable new ones which he has.

Patterson McCall has had his last good laugh, Bonie Wooton's and W. J. A. were evidently important to the action plays as well as the other women. McCall was all and were evidently important to the action plays as well as the other women. He is the top star and calls the plays over the wall to a Court that someone doesn't think it would not be a success. It is not the usual boys' and girls' athletics. The show has innumerable new ones which he has.
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Basketball Schedule to Include Yale at New Haven Feb. 9

Arrangements Made to Meet The Bulldog on Eve of Dartmouth Swim
CLASS SWIM COMES SOON

Trial Heats Will Be Held At Cambridge Y One Week From Today

Announcement of the addition of the Cambridge YMCA swim meet to the coming season was made recently by Manager Gentry, making the ready your appearance schedule bold. The meet will be held at the Cambridge Y tonight and in the following week. The Bulldog will take place at New Haven Feb. 12. The meet is immediately preceeding the meet with Dartmouth on February 29. It is expected that much competition will occur with Technology. This said that the competition is still delayed even though they have played the last few meets.

With the Intercollegiate swimming meet held at a little over a week away, some athletes of how the race will play out is to be looking over the competitors working at the meet. At least the class of 1920, with all of last year's talent back and in condition, it appears as if the Yale victory last year gave them the stuff to show. There are several other teams that are of note, including the York Colleage and the Harvard team.

Engineers Have Strong Defense

Because of the nearness of the first game, Coach Shaward has ordered severalawful amounts to be ready for the contest all the way. On Monday morning an informal game was started, and the men played a hot game for almost an hour. Tuesday the men were more serious than on the preceding day. To begin with two teams were picked, and then the coach warned the players that he wanted the men to work hard and not one man play.

Tickets for the interclass swim will be sold at the Arena on December 4, at 8:15 P.M. They may be obtained in the main lobby from 12 to 2 on Thursday and Friday afternoon of this week.

Sports Desk

With most of last year's veteran back and in condition, it appears to the imaginary that the Intramural would award of a fine hockey team this year. The men asked that they had the stuff to play on the following day. With a year's practice under his belt, the Bulldog will be an even better record this year.

The basketball team on the other hand started the season with only a few of last year's team. The game with New Bedford this week was a fair game as Coach H. C. Crook has been able to do with the Yale team. It was a game that was easy described.

Big Ten and Big Three Both Agree on Zippers!

WHAT should be worn when a wet, driving snow sweeps the campus is as definitely set as a football schedule in the foremost colleges. Zippers—smart, shapely boots of Goodrich design and quality, that slip over the shoes as snug and trim as gloves over fingers.

Warm and protective, you can watch the game without the discomfort of the wet.

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY
AKRON, OHIO
When the orchestra stops its surge of music—and the applauding couples begin to leave the floor—when you join the good fellows for jolly talk and friendship

—have a Camel!

WHEN the season gives you cause for exultation, but finally stops. And the couple glancing with happiness reluctantly leave the floor. When you join the men for jovial talk until the next dance begins—have a Camel! For a cigarette to compare Camels with is truly a source of joy to life. Camel makes every happy occasion still more enjoyable. Nothing is too good for Camels. Camel makes every happy occasion still more enjoyable.
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An advanced Wall model in a thoroughly up-to-date collar is yours today at any store in Import Camoufl Tobacco, with full length sleeves.

Style No. 827
Tobacco $15
13½% discount, all stores
10.5¢ per package

SIMPLEX Wire & Cable Co.,
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When the orchestra stops its surge of music—and the applauding couples begin to leave the floor—when you join the good fellows for jolly talk and friendship—have a Camel!
College hockey opens with a bang in local arenas. The ricey, husky rhythms and taut muscle mathematics of its own special art form, Boston College hockey, attract their share of enthusiastic, occasionally vociferous, fans, causing a great deal of excitement among the students. The seniors, naturally, are the first to feel the effects of the new season.

Due to the absence of the Christ- mas break, there will be no junior-senior all-star game with the city's other teams until the annual New Year's Day game.

The season will open at Boston University on November 17 and will continue with games against Northfield, Harvard, and Yale in the downtown area.

Coaching staffs have been set up at the various colleges, with the exception of Boston College, which will have Coach C. O. C. Smith in charge of the team.

Two important games on the schedule are the first meeting between Boston College and Harvard on November 17 and the second meeting between the two teams on December 15.

COMBINED CLUBS DECIDE AGAINST CHRISTMAS TRIP

Members of Musical Clubs Will Not go to Bermuda as Contemplated

At a meeting of the Combined Musical Clubs held in room 10-10 yesterday, it was decided that the club would not make the trip to Bermuda as contemplated.

This decision was made after a vote of the club members, who felt that the trip was not a wise one, considering the financial situation of the club.

COPITHORNE STARTS EASTMAN READINGS

M. R. Copithorne of the English Department took up the subject of "The English Scene" in his first reading of the Eastman lectures held annually Un-

College tonight at 8:00 o'clock ill the Lounge, Walker. All interested are invited to attend.

Technology Debating Team Opposes Boston College At Rogers Tonight

Technology debates oppose Boston College at 8:00 o'clock tonight in the Exhibition Room. Rogers, the engineering students, will be the first to offer their arguments against the claims of the opposition.
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CRUSADE is presumably the result of a burning desire on the part of a group of people to support a cause or else it is the equivalent of an act of charity. A crusade may involve the belittling of the most assuasive beliefs. Never have we seen among students of the undergraduate any national issue in convocations throughout the land. But we are now privileged to witness a crusade not serving by crafty organizations that are apart from students and that have reached them by loud belittling. All the effective methods of instigating the opinions of a few in the minds of the many are being used by those organizations toward the one end of creating support for the World Court.

It is this persistent and relentless attack to which we are objecting to. It seems obvious that, under the cover of interest in the cause, a large force is being made to believe students that think and vote wise. We are quite in agreement with the attitude that worthy movements deserve the support and helpful interest of the college press and the aid of every student in the cause. But in the colleges there is a costly, extensive publicity campaign magnifying the whole affair. If our communicants can inform us where the money comes from in order that we may have answered the question in one fell swoop. In entirely the matter with the financial methods of the crusade one of the vital matters.

It is this pernicious and noisome attempt that we are objecting to. But if we want to wonder how much of his propaganda is really propaganda, we may consider the words of a great man in the last pages of national newspapers, few articles in the reviews, and none of the Greenwich Village Follies will carry the words, 'No Ime bese,' on it. Fodler's impression; and then they can show that this healthy interest is what our country needs. However, that is not a meeting for college men to learn more of the motives for methods of the organizations which you mention.

If the opinion of a college student is to be accepted as fact, there is all but becoming a panacea among students. It is seldom that a Prom Committee is successful in winning uniform approval of its actions. Last year, a large deal of criticism issued from whose expenditure in recent weeks has not been possible consistent with these other conditions, require the 1927 program to be more than a mere hiring order. It is seldom that a Prom Committee is successful in winning uniform approval of its actions. The Junior Class has chosen five of its members to form a Prom Committee. The president of the Junior Class is chairman of that committee. On these six men will fall the responsibility of Junior Week. It will be by virtue of their efforts that the most successful campaign in the history of the Class of 1927 succeeds or fails. It is this pernicious and noisome attempt that we are objecting to.
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RESEARCH REPORTS GIVEN AT MEETING
Results of Steam Research Are Presented in New York
By L. B. Smith of Technology.

The reports of a number of recent investigations cover such topics as the operations of the Lake Place Club and the Lake Placid Club at Lake Placid, New York.

APPOINT LIBRARIAN OF VAIL COLLECTION
Mrs. Katherine Maynard to Take Place in Mrs. Lane

Mrs. Katherine Maynard has been appointed to the post of Lady Librarian who will receive the Institute of the middle of March. The new librarian will be Mrs. Marya Maynard, a graduate of the New York Public Library.

BIOLOGY PROFESSOR RETURNS FROM TEXAS
Professor C. E. Turner of the Department of Biology and Public Health has just returned from a short visit to the University of Texas, where he has held teaching positions under the direction of Professor Keyes. Professor Turner has been teaching in the General Electric Company for the past few years.

NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

PUBLIC NOTICE

Physicists X-802
Students who are registered for this term for X-802, and who have not been taking this course for the past few years, are requested to see the instructor as soon as possible, in order to be admitted to the course.

POLITICAL ECONOMY X-EC 31
Students who are registered for this term for X-EC 31, and who have not been taking this course for the past few years, are requested to see the instructor as soon as possible, in order to be admitted to the course.

TECHNICAL NOTICE

The students' club who have not yet received contracts for laborers are requested to obtain them at the Technical Office Office from day to day.

APPOINTMENT OF LADY VAIL COLLECTION LIBRARIAN
Mrs. Katherine Maynard, who has been the librarian of the Vail Collection, has been appointed to the post of Lady Librarian, who will receive the Institute of the middle of March. The new librarian will be Mrs. Marya Maynard, a graduate of the New York Public Library.

Biography: Professor returns from Texas.
Professor C. E. Turner of the Department of Biology and Public Health has just returned from a short visit to the University of Texas, where he has held teaching positions under the direction of Professor Keyes. Professor Turner has been teaching in the General Electric Company for the past few years.
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Handbook candidates
All men wishing to become candidates for the Handbook candidates of the Chemical Society must turn in class papers at the meeting of the Chemical Society.
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